
A BIOGRAPHY OF DOROTHY DAY AN AMERICAN SOCIAL ACTIVIST

Explore the life and works of Catholic social reformer Dorothy Day, founder of The Catholic Worker and the Catholic
Worker Movement, at carriagehouseautoresto.com In , Pope Francis called her out as one of "four great Americans.

When she withdrew as a candidate for the Fraternity, she wrote to a friend: "I just wanted to let you know that
I feel even closer to it all, tho it is not possible for me to be a recognized 'Little Sister,' or formally a part of it".
For example she supported unions and Maurin did not believe in them. On June 15, , Day joined a group of
pacifists in refusing to participate in civil defense drills scheduled that day. In , her father, who was a sports
writer devoted to horse racing, took a position with a newspaper in San Francisco. To label her a Bohemian is
only an attempt to dramatize her later life and detracts from what she went through in her struggle to attain a
sense of her own way. By the newspaper had reached its peak circulation of , and Hospitality House had
expanded to a network of thirty hospices and work farms, remembered in Day's book House of Hospitality  I
will try to trace for you the steps by which I came to accept the faith that I believe was always in my heart. She
wanted to know how to raise a child as a Catholic. When her father was offered a job in San Francisco in , the
Days moved westward. She studied the catechism and was baptized and confirmed in that church in  The
relationship with Batterham became difficult and the two often separated. More than 30 independent but
affiliated Catholic Worker communities had been founded by  She was arrested for the first time in , while
picketing the White House with suffragists demanding that women have the right to vote. When Pope Francis
addressed the U. Every copy sold. She did not approve of the violence or property destruction that occurred in
some of their protests. For years the Catholic Worker also operated a communal farm near Easton,
Pennsylvania. Somehow a way was usually found to integrate them into the community. Jubilate Deo. Day's
balance of radical social beliefs and conservative doctrinal views enabled her to avoid being censured by the
Church, and thus to raise awareness among Catholics and all people of struggles for social justice. After Peter
Maurin's death in , Day continued to head the Catholic Worker Movement, successfully steering it through the
s by there were seventy worker hospices. She was later arrested while protesting with union farm workers in
California. The circulation of the Catholic Worker, following its losses during the Spanish Civil War, had
risen to 75,, but now plummeted again.


